MY FIRST YEAR AT
BLENDERNATION
Here's an overview of how it went

52000 Words across 300 posts...
More words than "Fight Club" or the "The Great Gatsby"
still waiting on my movie deal to come through
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...Spread over 11 categories
Mainly development related

Blender Development (49.36%)
3D News (17.83%)
Hand Picked Art (13.38%)
Blender Cloud (8.28%)
Add-ons (6.05%)
Tutorials (2.55%)
Videotutorials (0.64%)
Blender Foundation (0.64%)
Art (0.64%)
Conferences (0.32%)
Blender Animation Studio (0.32%)

Here's some notable ones
Although I love all my kids equally

Biggest Post:
The prize for the biggest post word count-wise goes to "Check
out the five key features in Blender 2.93 LTS", the feature-reveal
post accompanying the massive release. It clocked in at 1425
words

Most Commented Post (on BN):
The most commented post happens to be my second one
ever, "Blender VSE improvements: Road to VSE 2.0", with 24
comments in total.

Most Viewed Post:
It seems Redshift fans have been itching to be able the use the
engine in Blender for a while now, as my most read post is
"Redshift Plugin for Blender Released"

How did they perform?
Not too shabby: Out of the hundred most-read posts on Blendernation during my first
year, a third were my very own word-spawn!

Speaking of words...
Here's a tag cloud of my most used words this year.
Eevee is my favorite.

Thank you for this incredible year, Bart
..and for giving me this life-changing opportunity. Being able to support myself financially in
these incredibly tough times through sharing my Blender passion with everyone, on my
favorite website on the internet, has been a dream come true. Thanks as well to the
community for reading my quasi-daily posts and putting up with my puns.

I'll leave you with bilingual video testimonials mentioning how
Blendernation shaped my life over the past year

Gizmo Podcast / French

BCon20 Talk / English
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